Review
Christine Brewer at CIM:
The Show Must Go On (March 7)
by Timothy Robson
Just before the beginning of soprano Christine
Brewer’s recital at the Cleveland Institute of Music’s
Mixon Hall Masters Series on Thursday, March 7, a
CIM staff member stepped onto the stage and announced that Ms. Brewer was happy to be in Cleveland, but that she was “a bit under the weather.” Indeed, Ms. Brewer, one of the leading dramatic sopra237-28,);360(83(%=7))1)(83&)B+,8-2+731)
sort of respiratory bug. But even on an off night,
Christine Brewer is more interesting than most singers
at their best; her all- (or at least mostly-) American
recital, with the brilliant assistance of pianist Craig Terry, proved to be an enjoyable
evening.
The overarching theme of the recital was that of memories of home and the desire of people to return home. Samuel Barber’s Knoxville: Summer of 1915 was a daring choice to
start the concert, even if Ms. Brewer had been in top form. The music is technically challenging, requiring a very wide vocal range, both lyric and dramatic singing, as well as
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another great American soprano, Eleanor Steber, is based on a nostalgic excerpt by Amer-'%2;6-8)6%1)7+))%6&)6A7197-'6)C)'878,)133(73*8,)8)<8;-8,63'/-2+0900%bies and excited memories of the author’s home town.
Whether by choice or indisposition, Ms. Brewer dropped several of the high notes down
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will not ever tell me who I am” high and soft, Ms. Brewer ignored the composer’s dy2%1-'7%2(7%2+8,);,30)4%77%+)-2%B)6')fortissimo%7-*1%/-2+%78%8)1)283*-2dependence. If one is going to ignore a composer’s instructions, it must be done with
conviction. Ms. Brewer’s interpretation was unexpected and jarring for one familiar with
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Alan Smith’s cycle Letters from George to Evelyn sets excerpts of letters from a newlywed husband separated from his wife by military service in World War II Europe. They

are vivid love letters, in which George describes his surroundings while stationed in England, France and Germany. The fourth song, set in staccato repeated notes, is a setting of
the telegram from the United States Adjutant General informing Evelyn that George has
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to Evelyn, with the closing words, “Gotta run now baby. Love, George.”
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itself. The cycle is something of a signature piece for Ms. Brewer (she performed it several years ago at Baldwin Wallace University) and the emotional depth that she brought
to the music and words was the high point of this recital. She held the audience’s rapt attention throughout.
The second half of the recital was devoted to popular songs from roughly the World War
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George and Evelyn might have heard on the radio at the time of their letters. The theme
of memories of home was woven through the eleven songs. The songs ranged from
Richard Rodgers’s “With a Song in My Heart” to Fats Waller’s “Ain’t Misbehavin’” to
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of the most famous World War II songs.
Ms. Brewer did not treat the songs as jazz, in the manner of a previous famous American
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soprano range. Mr. Terry’s accompaniments were extraordinary, played as if he was im463:-7-2+328,)7438;-8,838%0%88)28-32838,)133(3*)%',732+2)'%2A8,)048,-2/ing that in some past life, prior to being the chosen accompanist to Met divas, he must
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Ms. Brewer saved the best for last: as an encore she sang one of her favorites, “Mira”
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homegrown American diva with roots in the Midwest, but having performed to acclaim
all over the world, Ms. Brewer’s performance was especially touching. Her phrasing of
the line “Can you imagine that?” had the sense of wonder that must come from achieving
once-unexpected fame and celebrity. At least one listener in Mixon Hall had a tear in his
eye at the end.
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